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IntroductionIntroduction Purpose of the CoursePurpose of the Course

In this course, we will learn how to set a comment display or switch a display using the screen design software GT Designer3.In this course, we will learn how to set a comment display or switch a display using the screen design software GT Designer3.  

You can learn more efficiently by preparing a personal computer on which GT Designer3 is installed and checking eachYou can learn more efficiently by preparing a personal computer on which GT Designer3 is installed and checking each
operation during the course.operation during the course.

As prerequisites for this course, you should have already completed the following courses or possess the equivalent knowledgeAs prerequisites for this course, you should have already completed the following courses or possess the equivalent knowledge
in:in:

FA Equipment for Beginners (HMIs)FA Equipment for Beginners (HMIs)

GOT2000 Basics (GOT Introduction)GOT2000 Basics (GOT Introduction)

GT Works3 (GT Designer3) Basics (Screen Design Introduction)GT Works3 (GT Designer3) Basics (Screen Design Introduction)

GT Works3 (GT Designer3) Basics (Elementary Screen Design)GT Works3 (GT Designer3) Basics (Elementary Screen Design)

Comment (Introduction)Comment (Introduction)



IntroductionIntroduction Course StructureCourse Structure

The contents of this course are as follows.The contents of this course are as follows.  
We recommend that you start from Chapter 1.We recommend that you start from Chapter 1.

Chapter 1 OverviewChapter 1 Overview

We will learn the overview including the settings for the comment display to be created.We will learn the overview including the settings for the comment display to be created.

Chapter 2 Switching a Display by Turning On/Off a Device (Bit Comment)Chapter 2 Switching a Display by Turning On/Off a Device (Bit Comment)

We will learn the settings to switch a display by turning on/off a device.We will learn the settings to switch a display by turning on/off a device.

Chapter 3 Switching a Display According to the Device Value (Word Comment)Chapter 3 Switching a Display According to the Device Value (Word Comment)

We will learn how to switch a display according to the device value.We will learn how to switch a display according to the device value.

Final TestFinal Test

Passing grade: 60% or higher.Passing grade: 60% or higher.



IntroductionIntroduction How to Use This e-Learning ToolHow to Use This e-Learning Tool

Following is an explanation of how to use the graphical user interface.Following is an explanation of how to use the graphical user interface.

Go to the next pageGo to the next page Go to the next page.Go to the next page.

Back to the previous pageBack to the previous page Back to the previous page.Back to the previous page.

Move to the desired pageMove to the desired page "Table of Contents" will be displayed, enabling you to navigate to the desired page."Table of Contents" will be displayed, enabling you to navigate to the desired page.

Exit the learningExit the learning Exit the learning.Exit the learning.  
Window such as "Contents" screen and the learning will be closed.Window such as "Contents" screen and the learning will be closed.



IntroductionIntroduction Cautions for UseCautions for Use

Safety precautionsSafety precautions

When you learn based on using actual products, please carefully read the safety precautions in the corresponding manuals.When you learn based on using actual products, please carefully read the safety precautions in the corresponding manuals.



Chapter 1Chapter 1 OverviewOverview

We will learn the settings for a comment display to be created in this course. We will learn the settings for a comment display to be created in this course.   
In addition, we will prepare comments and a comment group required for the settings.In addition, we will prepare comments and a comment group required for the settings.

1.1 Settings for a comment display to be created in this course1.1 Settings for a comment display to be created in this course

1.2 Preparing comments and a comment group1.2 Preparing comments and a comment group



1.11.1 Settings for a comment display to be created in this course - 1Settings for a comment display to be created in this course - 1

In this course, we will create the following GOT screen and learn how to switch a display by turning on/off a device, and how toIn this course, we will create the following GOT screen and learn how to switch a display by turning on/off a device, and how to
switch a display according to the device value.switch a display according to the device value.

(1) Switching a comment by turning on/off a device (bit comment)(1) Switching a comment by turning on/off a device (bit comment)



1.11.1 Settings for a comment display to be created in this course - 2Settings for a comment display to be created in this course - 2

(2) Switching a comment according to the device value (word comment)(2) Switching a comment according to the device value (word comment)



1.21.2 Preparing comments and a comment group - 1Preparing comments and a comment group - 1

Create a comment group and comments used in this course. Create a comment group and comments used in this course.   
For how to create a comment group and comments, take "Comment (Introduction)" course.For how to create a comment group and comments, take "Comment (Introduction)" course.

(1) Select [Common] → [Comment] → [New Comment Group] from the menu. (1) Select [Common] → [Comment] → [New Comment Group] from the menu.   
(2) Set a number and name for the comment group in the [Comment Group Property] dialog.(2) Set a number and name for the comment group in the [Comment Group Property] dialog.

ItemItem Setting exampleSetting example
Group No.Group No. 22
TitleTitle Practice 2Practice 2

(3) Click the [OK] button to close the dialog. The [Comment List] window is displayed.(3) Click the [OK] button to close the dialog. The [Comment List] window is displayed.



1.21.2 Preparing comments and a comment group - 2Preparing comments and a comment group - 2

(4) Set a comment number and a comment.(4) Set a comment number and a comment.

Comment No.Comment No. Setting exampleSetting example
11 Conveyor stoppedConveyor stopped
1010 OperatingOperating
100100 ExitExit

(5) Preparation is completed.(5) Preparation is completed.



Chapter 2Chapter 2 Switching a Display by Turning On/Off a Device (Bit Comment)Switching a Display by Turning On/Off a Device (Bit Comment)

We will learn the settings to switch a display by turning on/off a device while creating a screen.We will learn the settings to switch a display by turning on/off a device while creating a screen.

2.1 Setting a device ([Device/Style] tab)2.1 Setting a device ([Device/Style] tab)

2.2 Setting a comment to be displayed ([Comment] tab)2.2 Setting a comment to be displayed ([Comment] tab)

2.3 Creating a switch to turn on/off the device2.3 Creating a switch to turn on/off the device

2.4 Adding a title/adjusting a display2.4 Adding a title/adjusting a display

2.5 Checking the created data2.5 Checking the created data



2.12.1 Setting a device ([Device/Style] tab)Setting a device ([Device/Style] tab)

Set a device to be monitored.Set a device to be monitored.

(1) Select [Object] → [Comment Display] → [Bit Comment] from the menu. (1) Select [Object] → [Comment Display] → [Bit Comment] from the menu.   
(2) Click an intended point on the drawing screen to place the comment object.(2) Click an intended point on the drawing screen to place the comment object.

(3) Double-click the object to display the [Bit Comment Display] dialog. (3) Double-click the object to display the [Bit Comment Display] dialog.   
(4) Set a device to be monitored in [Device].(4) Set a device to be monitored in [Device].

ItemItem Setting exampleSetting example
DeviceDevice GB300GB300



2.22.2 Setting a comment to be displayed ([Comment] tab) - 1Setting a comment to be displayed ([Comment] tab) - 1

Set a comment to be displayed.Set a comment to be displayed.

(1) Open the [Comment] tab in the [Bit Comment Display] dialog. (1) Open the [Comment] tab in the [Bit Comment Display] dialog.   
(2) Deselect [OFF=ON].(2) Deselect [OFF=ON].

(3) Select a comment group number displayed to be used for [Group No.].(3) Select a comment group number displayed to be used for [Group No.].

ItemItem Setting exampleSetting example
Group No.Group No. 22



2.22.2 Setting a comment to be displayed ([Comment] tab) - 2Setting a comment to be displayed ([Comment] tab) - 2

(4) Select a comment displayed when the device is off.(4) Select a comment displayed when the device is off.

ItemItem Setting exampleSetting example
Comment No.Comment No. 1 (Conveyor stopped)1 (Conveyor stopped)



2.22.2 Setting a comment to be displayed ([Comment] tab) - 3Setting a comment to be displayed ([Comment] tab) - 3

(5) Select a comment displayed when the device is on.(5) Select a comment displayed when the device is on.

ItemItem Setting exampleSetting example
Comment No.Comment No. 10 (Operating)10 (Operating)



2.22.2 Setting a comment to be displayed ([Comment] tab) - 4Setting a comment to be displayed ([Comment] tab) - 4

(6) Select [Change Attribute of Comment Setting], and set a text color for [Text Color].(6) Select [Change Attribute of Comment Setting], and set a text color for [Text Color].

ItemItem Setting exampleSetting example
Text ColorText Color Red (224)Red (224)

(7) Click the [OK] button to close the dialog.(7) Click the [OK] button to close the dialog.



2.32.3 Creating a switch to turn on/off the device - 1Creating a switch to turn on/off the device - 1

* This procedure is prepared only for this course to check that the comment display is switched by turning on/off a switch.* This procedure is prepared only for this course to check that the comment display is switched by turning on/off a switch.

(1) Select [Object] → [Switch] → [Bit Switch] from the menu. (1) Select [Object] → [Switch] → [Bit Switch] from the menu.   
(2) Click an intended point on the drawing screen to place the switch object.(2) Click an intended point on the drawing screen to place the switch object.

(3) Double-click the object to display the [Bit Switch] dialog. (3) Double-click the object to display the [Bit Switch] dialog.   
(4) Set a device and action.(4) Set a device and action.

ItemItem Setting exampleSetting example
DeviceDevice GB300GB300
ActionAction AlternateAlternate



2.32.3 Creating a switch to turn on/off the device - 2Creating a switch to turn on/off the device - 2

(5) Set the lamp function. After the settings are completed, click [OK] to close the dialog.(5) Set the lamp function. After the settings are completed, click [OK] to close the dialog.

ItemItem Setting exampleSetting example
LampLamp Bit-ON/OFFBit-ON/OFF
DeviceDevice GB300GB300



2.42.4 Adding a title/adjusting a displayAdding a title/adjusting a display

Adding a titleAdding a title

(1) Select [Figure] → [Text] from the menu and click an intended point on the drawing screen to place the text object.(1) Select [Figure] → [Text] from the menu and click an intended point on the drawing screen to place the text object.  
(2) Input a text to be displayed in [Text].(2) Input a text to be displayed in [Text].

Adjusting a displayAdjusting a display

(1) Select the comment display object and adjust the object size so that a whole comment will be displayed.(1) Select the comment display object and adjust the object size so that a whole comment will be displayed.



2.52.5 Checking the created dataChecking the created data

Check the operation of the created project data by transferring data to the GOT or starting the simulator. Check the operation of the created project data by transferring data to the GOT or starting the simulator.   
(For how to transfer projects or use the simulator, refer to "GT Works3 (GT Designer3) Basics (Elementary Screen Design)".)(For how to transfer projects or use the simulator, refer to "GT Works3 (GT Designer3) Basics (Elementary Screen Design)".)

(1) Press the switch and check that the display is switched.(1) Press the switch and check that the display is switched.



Chapter 3Chapter 3 Switching a Display According to the Device Value (Word Comment)Switching a Display According to the Device Value (Word Comment)

In this chapter, we will learn how to switch a display according to the device value while creating a screen in two methods.In this chapter, we will learn how to switch a display according to the device value while creating a screen in two methods.

3.1 How to display a word comment3.1 How to display a word comment

3.2 Selecting the comments by the display method [Comment No.]3.2 Selecting the comments by the display method [Comment No.]

3.3 Selecting the comments by the display method [Indirect Device]3.3 Selecting the comments by the display method [Indirect Device]



3.13.1 How to display a word comment - 1How to display a word comment - 1

The word comment can switch a display according to the value of the monitored device. The three display types are as follows.The word comment can switch a display according to the value of the monitored device. The three display types are as follows.
Select a display type depending on the applications for your convenience.Select a display type depending on the applications for your convenience.

(1) [Comment No.](1) [Comment No.]  
Displays the comment of the comment number that is specified for the value of the monitored device.Displays the comment of the comment number that is specified for the value of the monitored device.

(2) [Indirect Device](2) [Indirect Device]  
Displays the comment of the comment number that is the same as the value of the monitored device.Displays the comment of the comment number that is the same as the value of the monitored device.

(3) [Hold](3) [Hold]  
Holds the comment being displayed.Holds the comment being displayed.



3.13.1 How to display a word comment - 2How to display a word comment - 2

The following shows application examples. The following shows application examples.   
We will explain the examples by monitoring the value of the GD400 device.We will explain the examples by monitoring the value of the GD400 device.

(1) Example of using [Comment No.](1) Example of using [Comment No.]

Example 1) When specifying the comment number to be displayed for the value of the monitored device (GD400)Example 1) When specifying the comment number to be displayed for the value of the monitored device (GD400)



3.13.1 How to display a word comment - 3How to display a word comment - 3

Example 2) When specifying the comment number to be displayed within a range of the monitored device valuesExample 2) When specifying the comment number to be displayed within a range of the monitored device values



3.13.1 How to display a word comment - 4How to display a word comment - 4

(2) Example of using [Indirect Device](2) Example of using [Indirect Device]

Example) When the monitored device value and the comment number to be displayed are the sameExample) When the monitored device value and the comment number to be displayed are the same



3.13.1 How to display a word comment - 5How to display a word comment - 5

(3) Example of using [Hold](3) Example of using [Hold]

Example) When holding the previous comment (Setting [Hold] when the monitored device value is "2" and switching theExample) When holding the previous comment (Setting [Hold] when the monitored device value is "2" and switching the
devices in order of A to C)devices in order of A to C)



3.23.2 Setting a comment by the display method [Comment No.]Setting a comment by the display method [Comment No.]

We will learn how to configure the settings for display method [Comment No.]. We will learn how to configure the settings for display method [Comment No.].   
Set a comment number to be displayed for each value of the device to be monitored.Set a comment number to be displayed for each value of the device to be monitored.

3.2.1 Setting a device ([Device/Style] tab)3.2.1 Setting a device ([Device/Style] tab)

3.2.2 Setting a comment to be displayed ([Comment] tab)3.2.2 Setting a comment to be displayed ([Comment] tab)

3.2.3 Creating a numerical input3.2.3 Creating a numerical input

3.2.4 Adding a title/adjusting the display3.2.4 Adding a title/adjusting the display

3.2.5 Checking the created data3.2.5 Checking the created data



3.2.13.2.1 Setting a device ([Device/Style] tab) - 1Setting a device ([Device/Style] tab) - 1

Set a device to be monitored.Set a device to be monitored.

(1) Select [Object] → [Comment Display] → [Word Comment] from the menu.(1) Select [Object] → [Comment Display] → [Word Comment] from the menu.  
(2) Click an intended point on the drawing screen to place the comment object.(2) Click an intended point on the drawing screen to place the comment object.

(3) Double-click the object to display the [Word Comment Display] dialog.(3) Double-click the object to display the [Word Comment Display] dialog.  
(4) Set a device to be monitored in [Device].(4) Set a device to be monitored in [Device].

ItemItem Setting exampleSetting example
DeviceDevice GD400GD400



3.2.13.2.1 Setting a device ([Device/Style] tab) - 2Setting a device ([Device/Style] tab) - 2

(5) Click the [+] button to add a new condition (state) for the comment to be displayed. Add three states.(5) Click the [+] button to add a new condition (state) for the comment to be displayed. Add three states.

(6) Configure the settings when the device value is 1, 10, and 100. First, configure the settings when the device value is 1. Select(6) Configure the settings when the device value is 1, 10, and 100. First, configure the settings when the device value is 1. Select
state 1 and click the [Exp] button to display the [Edit Range] dialog.state 1 and click the [Exp] button to display the [Edit Range] dialog.



3.2.13.2.1 Setting a device ([Device/Style] tab) - 3Setting a device ([Device/Style] tab) - 3

(7) Since the device value is 1, set the device value 1 to [Constant].(7) Since the device value is 1, set the device value 1 to [Constant].

ItemItem Setting exampleSetting example
ConstantConstant 11

(8) Configure settings for state 2 and 3 as well and set device values 10 and 100 to [Constant].(8) Configure settings for state 2 and 3 as well and set device values 10 and 100 to [Constant].

ItemItem Setting exampleSetting example
State 2State 2 1010
State 3State 3 100100



3.2.13.2.1 Setting a device ([Device/Style] tab) - 4Setting a device ([Device/Style] tab) - 4



3.2.23.2.2 Setting a comment to be displayed ([Comment] tab) - 1Setting a comment to be displayed ([Comment] tab) - 1

Set a comment to be displayed.Set a comment to be displayed.

(1) Open the [Comment] tab in the [Word Comment Display] dialog.(1) Open the [Comment] tab in the [Word Comment Display] dialog.  
(2) Select a comment group to be used.(2) Select a comment group to be used.

ItemItem Setting exampleSetting example
Group No.Group No. 22



3.2.23.2.2 Setting a comment to be displayed ([Comment] tab) - 2Setting a comment to be displayed ([Comment] tab) - 2

(3) Set [Display Type] for states 0 to 3. In this course, we will configure the settings so that the comments for states other than(3) Set [Display Type] for states 0 to 3. In this course, we will configure the settings so that the comments for states other than
states 1 to 3 will be hidden. states 1 to 3 will be hidden.   
Select state 0, then select values of [Display Type] and [Comment No.].Select state 0, then select values of [Display Type] and [Comment No.].

ItemItem Setting exampleSetting example
Display TypeDisplay Type Comment No.Comment No.
Comment No.Comment No. 20 (Comment number for which no comment is set)20 (Comment number for which no comment is set)



3.2.23.2.2 Setting a comment to be displayed ([Comment] tab) - 3Setting a comment to be displayed ([Comment] tab) - 3

(4) Select states 1 to 3, then select [Display Type] and [Comment No.].(4) Select states 1 to 3, then select [Display Type] and [Comment No.].

ItemItem Display TypeDisplay Type Comment No.Comment No.
State 1State 1 Comment No.Comment No. 1 (Conveyor stopped)1 (Conveyor stopped)
State 2State 2 Comment No.Comment No. 10 (Operating)10 (Operating)
State 3State 3 Comment No.Comment No. 100 (Exit)100 (Exit)



3.2.23.2.2 Setting a comment to be displayed ([Comment] tab) - 4Setting a comment to be displayed ([Comment] tab) - 4



3.2.33.2.3 Creating a numerical inputCreating a numerical input

Create a numerical input to enter a device value to switch a comment. Create a numerical input to enter a device value to switch a comment.   
* This procedure is prepared only for this course to check the comment display is switched by setting a device value.* This procedure is prepared only for this course to check the comment display is switched by setting a device value.

(1) Select [Object] → [Numerical Display/Input] → [Numerical Input] from the menu. (1) Select [Object] → [Numerical Display/Input] → [Numerical Input] from the menu.   
(2) Click an intended point on the drawing screen to create a numerical input object.(2) Click an intended point on the drawing screen to create a numerical input object.

(3) Double-click the object on the screen to display the [Numerical Input] dialog.(3) Double-click the object on the screen to display the [Numerical Input] dialog.  
(4) Set a target device.(4) Set a target device.



3.2.43.2.4 Adding a title/adjusting a displayAdding a title/adjusting a display

Adding a titleAdding a title

(1) Select [Figure] → [Text] from the menu and click an intended point on the drawing screen to place the text object.(1) Select [Figure] → [Text] from the menu and click an intended point on the drawing screen to place the text object.  
(2) Input a text to be displayed in [Text].(2) Input a text to be displayed in [Text].

Adjusting a displayAdjusting a display

(1) Select the comment display object and adjust the object size so that a whole comment will be displayed.(1) Select the comment display object and adjust the object size so that a whole comment will be displayed.



3.2.53.2.5 Checking the created dataChecking the created data

Check the operation of the created project data by transferring data to the GOT or starting the simulator.Check the operation of the created project data by transferring data to the GOT or starting the simulator.  
(For how to transfer projects or use the simulator, refer to "GT Works3 (GT Designer3) Basics (Elementary Screen Design)".)(For how to transfer projects or use the simulator, refer to "GT Works3 (GT Designer3) Basics (Elementary Screen Design)".)

(1) Input [1], [10], or [100] in the numerical input object and check that the comment is switched.(1) Input [1], [10], or [100] in the numerical input object and check that the comment is switched.



3.33.3 Setting a comment by the display method [Indirect Device]Setting a comment by the display method [Indirect Device]

We will learn how to configure the settings for display method [Indirect Device]. We will learn how to configure the settings for display method [Indirect Device].   
We use this method when the value of the monitored device is the same as the comment number of the comment to beWe use this method when the value of the monitored device is the same as the comment number of the comment to be
displayed. displayed.   
You do not need to set the comment number to be displayed for each device value.You do not need to set the comment number to be displayed for each device value.

3.3.1 Setting a device ([Device/Style] tab)3.3.1 Setting a device ([Device/Style] tab)

3.3.2 Setting a comment to be displayed ([Comment] tab)3.3.2 Setting a comment to be displayed ([Comment] tab)

3.3.3 Creating a numerical input3.3.3 Creating a numerical input

3.3.4 Adding a title/adjusting the display3.3.4 Adding a title/adjusting the display

3.3.5 Checking the created data3.3.5 Checking the created data



3.3.13.3.1 Setting a device ([Device/Style] tab) - 1Setting a device ([Device/Style] tab) - 1

Set a device to be monitored.Set a device to be monitored.

(1) Select [Object] → [Comment Display] → [Word Comment] from the menu.(1) Select [Object] → [Comment Display] → [Word Comment] from the menu.  
(2) Click an intended point on the drawing screen to place the comment object.(2) Click an intended point on the drawing screen to place the comment object.

(3) Double-click the object to display the [Word Comment Display] dialog.(3) Double-click the object to display the [Word Comment Display] dialog.  
(4) Set a device to be monitored in [Device].(4) Set a device to be monitored in [Device].

ItemItem Setting exampleSetting example
DeviceDevice GD400GD400



3.3.23.3.2 Setting a comment to be displayed ([Comment] tab) - 1Setting a comment to be displayed ([Comment] tab) - 1

Set a comment to be displayed.Set a comment to be displayed.

(1) Open the [Comment] tab in the [Word Comment Display] dialog.(1) Open the [Comment] tab in the [Word Comment Display] dialog.  
(2) Select a comment group to be used.(2) Select a comment group to be used.

ItemItem Setting exampleSetting example
Group No.Group No. 22



3.3.23.3.2 Setting a comment to be displayed ([Comment] tab) - 2Setting a comment to be displayed ([Comment] tab) - 2

(3) Select [Display Type].(3) Select [Display Type].

ItemItem Setting exampleSetting example
Display TypeDisplay Type Indirect DeviceIndirect Device



3.3.33.3.3 Creating a numerical inputCreating a numerical input

Create a numerical input to enter a device value to switch a comment.Create a numerical input to enter a device value to switch a comment.  
* This procedure is prepared only for this course to check the comment display is switched by setting a device value.* This procedure is prepared only for this course to check the comment display is switched by setting a device value.

(1) Select [Object] → [Numerical Display/Input] → [Numerical Input] from the menu. (1) Select [Object] → [Numerical Display/Input] → [Numerical Input] from the menu.   
(2) Click an intended point on the drawing screen to create a numerical input object.(2) Click an intended point on the drawing screen to create a numerical input object.

(3) Double-click the object on the screen to display the [Numerical Input] dialog.(3) Double-click the object on the screen to display the [Numerical Input] dialog.  
(4) Set a target device.(4) Set a target device.



3.3.43.3.4 Adding a title/adjusting a displayAdding a title/adjusting a display

Adding a titleAdding a title

(1) Select [Figure] → [Text] from the menu and click an intended point on the drawing screen to place the text object.(1) Select [Figure] → [Text] from the menu and click an intended point on the drawing screen to place the text object.  
(2) Input a text to be displayed in [Text].(2) Input a text to be displayed in [Text].

Adjusting a displayAdjusting a display

(1) Select the comment display object and adjust the object size so that a whole comment will be displayed.(1) Select the comment display object and adjust the object size so that a whole comment will be displayed.



3.3.53.3.5 Checking the created dataChecking the created data

Check the operation of the created project data by transferring data to the GOT or starting the simulator.Check the operation of the created project data by transferring data to the GOT or starting the simulator.  
(For how to transfer projects or use the simulator, refer to "GT Works3 (GT Designer3) Basics (Elementary Screen Design)".)(For how to transfer projects or use the simulator, refer to "GT Works3 (GT Designer3) Basics (Elementary Screen Design)".)

(1) Input [1], [10], or [100] in the numerical input object and check that the comment is switched.(1) Input [1], [10], or [100] in the numerical input object and check that the comment is switched.



TestTest Final TestFinal Test

Now that you have completed all of the lessons of the Now that you have completed all of the lessons of the Comment Display (Basics)Comment Display (Basics) course, you are ready to take the final test. If course, you are ready to take the final test. If
you are unclear on any of the topics covered, please take this opportunity to review those topics.you are unclear on any of the topics covered, please take this opportunity to review those topics.

There are a total of 4 questions (4 items) in this Final Test.There are a total of 4 questions (4 items) in this Final Test.

You can take the final test as many times as you like.You can take the final test as many times as you like.

Score resultsScore results

The number of correct answers, the number of questions, the percentage of correct answers, and the pass/fail result will appearThe number of correct answers, the number of questions, the percentage of correct answers, and the pass/fail result will appear
on the score page.on the score page.



TestTest Final Test 1Final Test 1

Select the correct answer from the options.Select the correct answer from the options.

Select the correct comment display used to switch that comment display by turning on/off a device.Select the correct comment display used to switch that comment display by turning on/off a device.

Q1Q1

  

Bit commentBit comment Word commentWord comment

Simple commentSimple comment Comment groupComment group



TestTest Final Test 2Final Test 2

Select the correct answer from the options.Select the correct answer from the options.

Select the correct comment display used to switch that comment display according to the device value.Select the correct comment display used to switch that comment display according to the device value.

Q1Q1

  

Bit commentBit comment Word commentWord comment

Simple commentSimple comment Comment groupComment group



TestTest Final Test 3Final Test 3

Select the correct answer from the options.Select the correct answer from the options.

Select the correct display method of word comment to display a different comment number with a device value beingSelect the correct display method of word comment to display a different comment number with a device value being
monitored.monitored.

Q1Q1

   [ + ][ + ]

Comment No.Comment No.

Indirect deviceIndirect device

HoldHold

javascript:void(0)
javascript:void(0)


TestTest Final Test 4Final Test 4

Select the correct answer from the options.Select the correct answer from the options.

You are configuring the word comment settings.You are configuring the word comment settings.

Select the correct button to add a new condition (state).Select the correct button to add a new condition (state).

Q1Q1

  

[ + ][ + ]

aa

bb

cc

javascript:void(0)
javascript:void(0)


TestTest Test ScoreTest Score

      11 22 33 44 55 66 77 88 99 1010
Final Test 1Final Test 1                              

Final Test 2Final Test 2                              

Final Test 3Final Test 3                              

Final Test 4Final Test 4                              

Total questions:Total questions: 44
Correct answers:Correct answers: 44
Percentage:Percentage: 100100 %

You have completed the Final Test. You results area as follows. You have completed the Final Test. You results area as follows.   
To end the Final Test, proceed to the next pageTo end the Final Test, proceed to the next page

ClearClear



You have completed the You have completed the Comment Display (Basics)Comment Display (Basics) course. course.

Thank you for taking this course.Thank you for taking this course.

We hope you enjoyed the lessons and the information you acquired in this course will be useful in theWe hope you enjoyed the lessons and the information you acquired in this course will be useful in the
future.future.

You can review the course as many times as you want.You can review the course as many times as you want.

ReviewReview

CloseClose
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